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HOW TO USE
YOUR NEW ESSENTIAL OILS

aromatically

topically

internally

Using essential oils aromatically means you can gain the 
health and emotional benefits by simply breathing them in. 
You can do this using a diffuser, or putting a drop in your 
hands, rubbing them together, cupping around your nose and 
inhaling. This is the quickest way to bring the oils into your 
body since they begin circulating your system after 20  
seconds.*

Using essential oils topically means you can gain the health 
and emotional benefits by applying them to your skin. Apply 
them to the bottoms of feet, pulse points, reflex points, over 
heart, and directly to the area of concern. Your skin absorbs 
the oils and they begin circulating your system after 
2 minutes.*

Using essential oils internally means you can gain the health 
and emotional benefits by ingesting them. Add 3-5 drops 
to an empty veggie capsule, add 1-2 drops to your favorite 
beverages, enhance the flavor in your cooking, or put a drop 
under your tongue.*

*Please continue to the next page to learn important safety information about using your oils
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SAFETY
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

dilution
Diluting your oils means adding a carrier oil like fractionated coconut oil 
to aid in absorption and avoid skin sensitivity. Some oils, like peppermint, 
oregano, and cinnamon are considered warm oils and can cause a burning 
sensation to sensitive skin. It’s also important to dilute essential oils  
according the age of the individual. See the image below for a visual guide 
for age dilution. Oils are highly concentrated so it takes a small amount to 
produce the therapeutic results we are looking for.
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photosensitivity

areas to avoid

internal use

diffuser care

storage

The citrus oils contain constituents that react to the sun’s UV rays, 
which can cause a potential sunburn. This means it’s best to avoid  
sunlight for 12 hours after applying citrus oils to areas of the skin that 
may be exposed to UV light. Applying under clothing is okay, as well as 
taking them internally.

Because essential oils are so highly concentrated, avoid applying them to 
sensitive areas: ear canals, inside the nose, eyes, or any other entry point 
to the body.

It is recommended to only take 24 drops of essential oils internally when 
just beginning. Spread out internal use to 3-4 drops every 3-4 hours.

It’s a good idea to clean your diffuser weekly, but monthly is okay too. 
To clean, put a teaspoon of vinegar with water and diffuse for 10-15 
minutes. Or, you could combine the vinegar and water in a spray bottle 
and spray on the metal disc inside the diffuser. Scrub with a toothbrush 
and wipe clean.

Essential oils are preserved best when they are kept out of direct sunlight, 
heat, air, and moisture. Citrus oils and blue tinted oils are especially prone 
to oxidation (breaking down of their chemical constituents). Keep them 
in a cool, dry, dark place when possible. 
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PURIFY
CLEANSING BLEND

emotional benefits
• Helps to cleanse toxic emotions

• Promotes emotional release

• Inspires breakthroughs from negativity

benefits
• Airy and fresh scent with Lemon, Lime, and Pine oils

• Replace unpleasant odors and purify the air in a natural and safe way

• Protects against environmental threats

• Effective cleaner throughout the home

practical uses
• Diffuse to clean the air

• Add to laundry to deodorize mildew

• Put on dryer balls to freshen clothing 

• Put a drop in shoes to deodorize shoes

• Use as a natural deodorant

• Apply to skin to reduce blemishes

• Diffuse in the bathroom for a room refresh and deodorizer
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TURMERIC
COMPELLING & DYNAMIC

emotional benefits
• Inspires progress and positivity

• Repairs what has been lost

• Provides strength and grounding during tragedy or loss

benefits
• Promotes positive immune function

• Supports nervous system and healthy circulation

• Promotes feelings of positivity

• Promotes clear and radiant skin

• Rich in antioxidants

practical uses
• Take in a daily capsule to support overall health

• Add to meals for a burst of flavor

• Add to bulletproof coffee

• Use as spot treatment for skin

• Combine with Yarrow-Pom and Slim & Sassy for metabolic support
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FRANKINCENSE
ROYAL & WOODY

emotional benefits
• Brings energy to a higher vibration

• Encourages light, truth, and wisdom

• Promotes feelings of support and protection

benefits
• Promotes positive immune function and nervous system support

• Promotes clear and radiant skin

• Supports healthy cells

• Calming, Soothing, Relaxing

practical uses
• Apply to skin to soothe and rejuvenate

• Apply to wrists and inhale when feeling anxious

• Apply to back of neck when needing extra focus

• Apply daily to spine to support the immune system and cellular repair

• Apply to skin after being in the sun too long 

• Apply to big toe for grounding and to ease stress

• Apply to achy joints to soothe inflammation

• Apply to forehead and shoulders when feeling tension
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EASY AIR
RESPIRATION BLEND

emotional benefits
• Encourages feelings of being supported and open

• Promotes the desire and ability to let go of grief

• Opens up to receive connection and love

benefits
• Refreshing and clearing with a cooling sensation

• Promotes clear and easy breathing

• Supports healthy respiratory function 

practical uses
• Apply to chest before working out

• Apply to bridge of nose before bed to promote clear breathing while sleeping

• Apply to chest and bridge of nose when seasonal threats are high

• Use when outdoors to minimize the effects of seasonal changes
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ZENGEST
DIGESTION BLEND

emotional benefits
• Reverses negativity and apathy

• Aids in assimilating life and all its circumstances

• Encourages enthusiasm and engagement

benefits
• Soothes stomach discomfort

• Supports healthy digestion

• Reduces bloating, gas and occasional indigestion

practical uses
• Apply around belly button when experiencing stomach upset or bloating

• Apply to bridge of nose to reduce stuffiness

• Inhale and apply to stomach when experiencing feelings of nausea

• Can be used to calm a crying baby with digestive upset when rubbed around 
 belly button
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BLUE TANSY
REJUVENATING & RELIEVING

emotional benefits
• Instills enthusiasm when feeling uninspired or exhausted

• Uplifting and refreshing to the mind and body

• Promotes living out your passion and achieving full potential 

• Aids in getting out of the pattern of self-sabotage and doubt

benefits
• Soothing to mind and body

• Supports healthy skin, cartilage, and joint function

• Uplifts mood and inspires action

• Supports respiratory function and seasonal discomfort

practical uses
• Add to skincare routine to rejuvenate skin and reduce the appearance                    

of blemishes

• Massage into skin to relieve muscle tension after a long day of work or exercise

• Diffuse to create a positive atmosphere

• Apply to big toe every day to inspire action and stop procrastination
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ROMAN CHAMOMILE
CALMING & SWEET

emotional benefits
• Inspires courage, peace, and patience

• Aids in clearing the mind and restoring confidence

• Promotes finding fulfillment and purpose

• Evokes purposeful and guided spiritual connection

benefits
• Increases the ability of the skin to regenerate

• Supports the liver to reject toxins

• Relieves tension and irritability

• Calming, soothing, relaxing, and sleep-promoting

practical uses
• Add to moisturizer to soothe and rejuvenate skin

• Apply to wrists and inhale when feeling anxious

• Use for teething or ear discomfort

• Apply to wrists and big toes for a restful night’s sleep

• Add a drop to your favorite tea for calming evening relaxation
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TEA TREE
POWERFUL & CLEANSING

emotional benefits
• Clears negativity and brings awareness

• Instills self-respect

• Aids in releasing toxic relationships or thoughts 

• Encourages honor and respect

benefits
• Promotes cleansing and purity

• Promotes healthy immune function

• Supports healthy skin and respiratory function

practical uses
• Roll up and down spine or add to veggie cap when needing an immune boost

• Apply to irritations on skin or mouth for cleansing and to aid in speedy recovery

• Add to a spray bottle with water for a non-toxic all-purpose cleaner

• Apply along with basil behind the ear to soothe ear discomfort

• Apply to bridge of nose or chest when feeling respiratory discomfort
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CALMER
RESTFUL BLEND

emotional benefits
• Promotes peace and relaxation

• Reduces feelings of frustration, drudgery, and discouragement

• Lessens racing thoughts and brings peace of mind

• Brings feelings of love and security

benefits
• Provides support for both kids and adults 

• Promotes a serene atmosphere

• Peaceful and soothing to mind and body

• Promotes a restful night’s sleep

practical uses
• Roll on the bottoms of feet for bedtime to be a peaceful and calm experience

• Roll over heart to reduce feelings of stress or anxiousness

• Roll on wrists and inhale after a stressful day of work or school

• Roll up and down spine for hyper-active children to help soothe and calm
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THINKER
FOCUS BLEND

emotional benefits
• Aids in developing knowledge and intellect

• Supports the mind in receiving new information or experiences

• Promotes self-awareness and grounding

• Centers emotions and ability to connect

benefits
• Provides support for both kids and adults 

• Enhances learning and concentration

• Promotes mental energy and prevents distraction

practical uses
• When distractions are high, roll on temples and neck to help concentration

• Apply before a test or meeting to bring clarity and focus

• Roll on wrists and inhale for alertness 

• Roll up and down spine and on neck to promote focus
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SPEARMINT
REFRESHING & PROMOTING

emotional benefits
• Inspires clarity of mind and speech

• Instills confident communication

• Promotes courage and self-expression

benefits
• Promotes focus and alertness

• Supports healthy digestive and respiratory function

• Supports oral health and fresh breath

• Cleansing, uplifting, and energizing

practical uses
• Apply to toothbrush before brushing teeth for fresh breath

• Add to a glass of water and sip to support upset stomach

• Put a drop under tongue to promote focus and clear communication before a 
speaking event or presentation

• Add a drop to lip gloss for plumping and tingly sensation
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TANGERINE
UPLIFTING & CLEARING

emotional benefits
• Inspires creativity and instills joy

• Promotes optimism

• Aids in releasing rigid burdens

• Inspires enjoyment and abundance

benefits
• Uplifting, refreshing, energizing

• Supports healthy digestion and metabolism

• Supports healthy immune and respiratory systems

• Contains powerful antioxidants

practical uses
• Add a drop to your smoothie for a pop of fresh flavor and health benefits

• Apply to wrists and inhale when feeling sad or anxious

• Diffuse to uplift mood and energize

• Apply to lymph nodes and over liver to aid in detoxing the body

• Combine with Spearmint in a glass spray bottle for a refreshing room spray
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LEMON
INVIGORATING

emotional benefits
• When distractions are high, roll on temples and neck to help concentration

• Apply before a test or meeting to bring clarity and focus

• Roll on wrists and inhale for alertness 

• Roll up and down spine and on neck to promote focus

benefits
• Promotes cleansing and purity

• Promotes healthy immune function and respiratory function

• Uplifting and energizing

• Supports healthy respiratory function

practical uses
• Put a few drops on a rag to help remove stubborn, sticky residue

• Add to a veggie cap along with peppermint and lavender for seasonal discomfort

• Add to a spray bottle with water for a non-toxic all-purpose cleaner

• Add to enhance the flavor of desserts and main dishes

• Add a drop or two to water for cleansing and detoxifying health benefits
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KUMQUAT
SWEET & FULFILLING

emotional benefits
• Changes hypocritical tendencies to authenticity

• Inspires honesty

• Encourages self-acceptance and inner alignment

benefits
• Uplifting, refreshing, affirming

• Promotes healthy immune function, digestion, and respiratory system

• Energizes and improves fatigue

• Improves focus and concentration

practical uses
• Add a drop to your smoothie for a pop of fresh flavor and health benefits

• Apply to wrists and inhale when feeling winter blues

• Add to a spray bottle with water for a non-toxic all-purpose cleaner

• Diffuse to uplift mood, energize, and improve focus

• Ingest in a capsule to get things moving in your digestive system
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RED MANDARIN
CLEANSING & SUPPORTING

emotional benefits
• Inspires childlike wonder

• Inspires resilience

• Reignites joy and excitement for life

benefits
• Soothing and cleansing for skin

• Promotes healthy respiratory function

• Grounding and energizing

• Supports healthy digestive function

practical uses
• Combine with Tea Tree and Lavender for an owie spray

• Take internally to help strengthen digestive system

• Add to a spray bottle with water for a non-toxic all-purpose cleaner

• Diffuse to ease nerves and reduce over-stimulation

• Apply to belly with Fractionated Coconut Oil to reduce the appearance of stretch 
marks
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DIFFUSER
BLENDS
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CAPSULE
BLENDS
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REWARDS
HOW TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF DOTERRA’S 

OPTIONAL REWARDS PROGRAM

• Auto-ship the doTERRA products you use monthly. They arrive at your 
door! Want to change it up? No problem. You can edit your cart anytime.

• Over the course of one year, get up to 30% back on the PV(point value). 
 So if you spend 100PV, you earn $30 back in points!

• Shipping always gets turned into points

• You can then spend those points you have earned on free product! Points are 
valued dollar for dollar. (Ex. 10PV will get you a $10 Wild Orange)

• You can spend your points the next month, or save them for up to a year

• 1PV: Minimum monthly order

• 50PV: Earn a percentage back. Do this every month for a year and you can 
get 30% back!

• 125PV: Receive a free oil each month!

• 200PV: Some months there is the opportunity to get even more free        
products with a 200 point order

• Cancel anytime (just make sure you use your points first!)

LOYALTY

months 1-3

Earn 10% 
back in points

months 4-6

Earn 15% 
back in points

months 7-9

Earn 20% 
back in points

months 10-12

Earn 25% 
back in points

months 13+

Earn 30% 
back in points
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1) LOG IN TO YOUR ACCOUNT

2) CLICK “CREATE NEW LRP”

3) CHOOSE AN AUTO-SHIP DATE
 It’s recommended to choose a date before the 15th to qualify for  
 the free monthly oil. Dates that are not available will not be 
 highlighted. You can always come back later and change the date  
 if you are unable to choose the exact one you want.

4) CLICK “SAVE DATE AND SHOP”

5) ADD DESIRED ITEMS TO YOUR CART
 Click the buttons that say “Add to bag.” 
 1PV minimum, 50PV to earn a percentage back, 125PV for the   
 free monthly oil (if set up before the 15th). Click “Go to Cart” at  
 the top of the screen when you are finished adding items. 

6) YOU CAN PROCESS NOW...
 If you process now, it will process your order that day. Your next  
 date to auto-ship will be for the next month. It will not auto-
 process again within the same month. Click “Proceed to Checkout”  
 for this option.

7)  ...OR SHIP ON THE DATE YOU CHOSE
 Click “Save and Process on [your date].” Your cart will be all set  
 up with the items you picked and will auto-process on the date you  
 chose.

8) DO A HAPPY DANCE! YOUR OILS (AND FREE POINTS) ARE ON  
 THEIR WAY!

REWARDSLOYALTY

how to get set up:
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